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Something is still amiss.

This was supposed to be the “halfway” point of the hunt.  The end of Day Three, with three more days to go.

But apparently you’re seeing this puzzle on the fourth day of the hunt, and still haven’t seen Days One or Two.

Again -- we’re very sorry about all of this.  We still have no idea why any of this is happening.

We just hope that you’re not too flustered by all the weirdness and that you’re having fun anyway . . .

#thisnoteisnotapuzzle
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The central letter could come
from the middle of the word.

The central letter could be
the first letter of the word.

The central letter could be
the last letter of the word.

In this puzzle, 21-letter words are arranged fractally in 10-space.  One
letter is always in the center of the “constellation”; the other 20 letters are
spaced equidistantly away from the central letter, one letter “moving out”
in each of the 20 orthogonal directions parallel to the x-, y-, and z-axes.
The central letter could be “taken” from any position within the 21-letter 
word (examples shown below), but the other six letters will always fall in 

order of the positive-then-negative x-directions, the positive-then-negative 
y-directions, and then the positive-then-negative z-directions.

To help you get started, the words in the 10th iteration will also form
20-letter words if you ignore the central letter . . . but the words in the 

earlier iterations will not share this characteristic.  (The words in the 2nd 
iteration do all share a different common characteristic, though!) 
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    0001: Send endless Aperture product back; add a heartless “hey”; waste away
    0002: A Nevada city and a mythical bird left a medical examiner
    0010: Turn aside and be yourself until the tragic denouement ends
    0011: Confer or swear after a Caesar backed up
    0012: Omit one unsettled feeling
    0020: Plant discovered in artifact, or Yggdrasil
    0021: From the very beginnings -- faithfully accurate, completely true,
    unassailable and legitimate!
    0022: Teaching staff members an ability to act
    0100: Bewilder mom haphazardly within a state of constant change
    0101: Sharing tossed topping
    0102: Kin trapped in threads evenly possessed
    0110: Budding sodium smell
    0111: A generally held view: a vegetable embodies the ratio of the circumference
   to the diameter
    0112: The seventh and eighth characters leave Sheev to use touch to examine things
    0120: Sores, ulcerations enveloping regressive hermit
    0121: Rob in here; lie vehemently
    0122: A scaly animal is out of control: repel it
    0200: Great Lake succeeding gun trance
    0201: Nearly all of Las Vegas weirdly provides something saved or recovered
    0202: Rounds of applause as back-solve gets screwed up
    0210: After first third of speech, say, speak incoherently?
    0211: Satire (and altruism also!) oddly creates a cloud of stormy potential
    0212: Ederle, e.g., was left without a German, always
    0220: Rapunzel’s prince said it’s no trick -- thrice kept with every third expelled?
    0221: Cleaning up; dignity damaged
    0222: Ran into nearly all of backwards horizontal beam
    1000: Robert Baratheon, perhaps, is a crazed pursuer
    1001: Homicidal Tolkien character after a Renaissance instrument

(The other 210 clues not given above have been intentionally redacted.)
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0001  = (0(±0.01),  0.2(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0002  = (-0.1(±0.01),  -1(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0010  = (0(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  1 .1(±0.01))
0011  = (0(±0.01),  0.1(±0.01),  1(±0.01))
0012  = (1.1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0020  = (0(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01))
0021  = (0.1(±0.01),  -1(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0022  = (-1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01))
0100  = (-1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  0.1(±0.01))
0101  = (0(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -1 .1(±0.01))
0102  = (-0.1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -1(±0.01))
0110  = (0(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  0.1(±0.01))
0111  = (-0.1(±0.01),  1(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0112  = (0(±0.01),  1 .1(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0120  = (0(±0.01),  -1 .1(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0121  = (0(±0.01),  -1(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01))
0122  = (0.1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -1(±0.01))
0200  = (0(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01),  -1(±0.01))
0201  = (0(±0.01),  -0.2(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0202  = (0(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -0.2(±0.01))
0210  = (0(±0.01),  0.1(±0.01),  -1(±0.01))
0211  = (0.2(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
0212  = (0.1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  1(±0.01))
0220  = (-0.1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  1(±0.01))
0221  = (1(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01))
0222  = (0(±0.01),  -0.1(±0.01),  1(±0.01))
1000  = (-0.2(±0.01),  0(±0.01),  0(±0.01))
1001  = (0(±0.01),  1(±0.01),  0.1(±0.01))

(The other 210 points not given above have been intentionally redacted.)


